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ARTICLE REPRINT



Page addressing expands addressable memory in f-LPsystems TodayYssoftware-intensive applications have revealed a basic shortcoming of 8-bit processors-they often donYt contain enough addressable memory. Even 16-bit systems can run short. Page-addressing techniques can free your system from program-memory limitatjons.



For many of today's software-intensive applications, 8-bit microprocessor systems often require more memory than their ILPS'address space can accommodate. Although an 8-bit processor's rich instruction set is usually adequate for most applications, the 64k-byte memory space of commonly used 8085s, Z80s, and 6800s can't accommodate enough RAM and flexible program memory for many modern applications. In fact, because firmware inhabits so much memory space, even 16-bit systems can run short of RAM. You can free both new and existing systems from program-memory limitations by using EPROMs, algorithms, and circuit techniques that let you implement page addressing. Using page addressing to expand RAM is a wellestablished technique. You synthesize extra address lines by latching bits from the data lines that identify the page numbers.



For example, suppose that you need a 64k-byte memory space to hold your program, which is resident in four 16k-byte EPROMs. In a nonpaged 8085 system, four 16k-byte EPROMs would take up the 8085's entire 64k-byte memory space. You would have to address the EPROMs contiguously-at ססoo to 3FFFHEX, 4000 to 7FFFHEX, 8000 to BFFFHEX, and COOOto FFFFHEX• Thus, you'd have no room left for any RAM. You can implement page addressing in such a system by adding latch and decoding circuitry that lets you stack the EPROMs in a 3-dimensional array. Fig 1 shows an example of such a design. The design uses four 27128A 16k-byte EPROMs. In each plane, one EPROM occupies addresses in the ססoo to 3FFF range; the remainder of the address space (4000 to FFFF) in each plane can have RAM, or you can leave it vacant. Implement page addressing in four EPROMs Address decoder IC2A generates EPROM and RAM block-select signals. When address lines A14 and A15 are TTL-low, IC2A's Yo output goes low, enabling decoder IC2B• The value in IC3's 2-bit latch selects one 27128A. To change IC3's value, all you need to do is write a page number (0, 1,2, or 3) to any address within the EPROM space, ooooH to 3FFFH. IC2A's Yo output will be low and the Write signal, WR, will strobe a new page number (data bits Doand D,) into IC3, taking advantage of the EPROM's inherently free writable address space. During write operations, the EPROMs ignore any information on the data bus. The R,/C, network solves an important program-



An 8-bit ~Js 64k-byte memory capacity often canJt hold enough RAM and program memory for many modern applica-



tions.



memory page-switching problem: that of boot-up ini- values of address lines A14 and A1s. Because it has fewer tialization. At power-up, ICs's latches are reset and chips, the circuit in Fig 2 exhibits less bus loading, page 0 is automatically selected. The microprocessor consumes less power, and occupies less circuit board space than does Fig I's circuit. will always boot up at the same starting page. Like the design in Fig 1, the design in Fig 2 is not an Although it does expand the system's addressable memory, the design in Fig 1 is not an ideal one. For one ideal solution to the problem of expanding addressable thing, putting so many devices on a board can impose memory: Although both these designs give your system capacitive and dc loading on address, data, and control added program memory, neither lets you easily expand lines, and can cause access-time and fanout degrada- the program memory further. tion. It can also consume a lot of power and take up a lot An ideal way to solve the problem would be to design of pc-board space. Further, the design doesn't let you an even simpler system that will permit future memory easily add more program memory. expansion. Youcan derive such a design from the circuit in Fig 2 by replacing the circuitry inside the dashed Replace four EPROMs with one line-latch ICs, OR gate IC" the R,/C, reset circuit, and You can simplify the design by replacing the four the 27512 EPROM-with one 27513 or 27011 page27128A EPROMs in Fig 1 with a single 27512 EPROM, addressed EPROM (see Fig 3). as shown in Fig 2. The 27512 contains a decoder You can also derive the design in Fig 3 directly from equivalent to IC2B that selects pages depending on the the circuit in Fig 1; this scheme lets you add address-



Fig I-Thi8 bWck diagram of a typicalS-bit JLP system uses bank-switching techniques to provide a S·dimensional array of EPROMs. Th£ latch and decoding circuitry lets you select one 16k-byte EPROM bank at a time. You can reduce the amount of circuitry in the design by replacing tM circuitry in tM dashed bax with a single 27512 EPROM.



Fig 2-BII replacing the four 27128A EPROM. in Fig 1 with a single 27512 EPROM. you can implement page addressing ina simpler fashion than Fig 1's circuit does.



able memory space to an existing system without adding circuitry. Yousimply replace one (or each) of the 16k-bit EPROMs (and ICzB, ICa, IC" and the reset circuitry) in Fig l's design with a 27513 or 27011 page-addressed EPROM.
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Fig 3-BII using a 27513 or 27011 paged EPROM in place of the circuitry in the dashed box in Fig 2, you can both simplify your system design and provide an easily expandable memory space. This design can also be derived directly from the one in Fig 1: You merely replace one of Fig 1's 27128A EPROMs and the paging-support circuitry with a 275/3 or 2701 1 EPROM.



The 64k-byte 27513 EPROM (Fig 4a) is organized as four 16k-byte pages. Systems requiring more program memory can use the 128k-byte, 8-page, 27011 EPROM (Fig 4b). These EPROMs contain latches, decoders, and reset circuitry in a single package. The 27513 and 27011 use industry-standard 28-pin DIPs (or 32-pin PLCCs) and plug into existing 27128 sites; pin 27 is wired to the WR line. Next-generation upgrades of these EPROMs (to 4M bytes) will simply plug into existing 27513 or 27011 EPROM sites. The designs in Figs 1, 2 and 3 all use identical page-addressing firmware. Changing pages is simple: You select the EPROM (any EPROM address will do) and write the page number, just as you would when writing data to RAM. After a page change, the first instruction on the new page must continue the logical program sequence. Use paged EPROMs with continuous code Page-addressable EPROMs are useful in applications that require continuous-code, discrete, and modular programs. How you write the programs that change the PROMpages depends on which ofthese applications you're running. Continuous code, for example, does not use subroutines that reside on other pages. A continuous-code



Page addressing synthesizes extra address lines by latching bits from the data lines that identify the page numbers.



program runs from beginning to end, changing pages only when it encounters page boundaries. A single statement (such as Segment I, below) at the end of each 16k-byte page directs the program to the beginning of that page. Then a 2-line segment (Segment 2) at the beginning of each page changes the page. At power-up, the paged EPROM automatically resets SEGMENT
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to page O. Page O's page-change instructions cause the program execution to begin on page 1 at location 0005H. Note that the page-change instructions are at identical locations on each page. Discrete programs that you use one at a time can reside within the same program space, one on each page. For example, a personal computer can use separate pages (overlays) to hold its operating system, diagnostic routines, high-level languages, and specialized software packages. Word-processing, spreadsheet, and CAD applications require large amounts of RAM. Paged-EPROM overlays can hold these firmware packages, leaving the RAM free for user data. A software command or function key selects a new application by directing the DATA INPUTS/ OUTPUTS 02/02 ----,
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Fig 4-The.e paged EPROM. each provide 16k byte. per page. The .-page 27513 EPROM (a) yields a total »"",wry a-page 27011 (b) provides 12ak bytes.
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microprocessor to the routine in Segment 3. Each page must contain these instructions-at identical locations. After a page change, the program flow continues, uninterrupted, on the new page. Most software is written in modular form. Subroutines call one another or are linked by a central driving routine. Calls and jumps don't access routines on another page directly; they must do so indirectly. A calling routine supplies the destination's address and page number to a universal page-turning routine. The universal CalVJump routine accomplishes the page change and jumps to the destination. To implement page addressing in any of the three
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systems illustrated, you can choose from three paging algorithms: the manual, look-up-table, and automatic paging algorithms. Although the algorithms are illustrated here by 8085 code, they adapt easily to 8-, 16-, or 32-bit systems. SEGMENT
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Fig 5--Manual paging requires a page-changing 8ubroutine. The programmer determines the page in which each routine resides and calls the paging subroutine, using the appropriate page number as an argument. Thi.'1 figure shows the flow of control.



YOu can condense more program memory into a system by using page addressing within one EPROM instead of standard addressing within a group of EPROMs.



When you use the manual-paging algorithm, you determine the pages and relative locations for subroutines. This information is manually placed in Call instructions, which access subroutines on other pages. Manual paging is an easily understood approach that lets you change pages quickly and allows you to upgrade easily to higher-density EPROMs. It does have certain disadvantages, however. For one thing, you must know the page and relative location of every call and jump. Further, the assembler has difficulty in assigning addresses to labels that are referenced in overlapping memory pages. The user supplies the destination's page and relative address for each call or jump. In the following 8085 examples, the D register remembers the present page number (initialized to page 0, OOH, during boot-up) and the HL register points to the destination. The statements in Segment 4 call a routine on another page. Instead of ending a routine with a return instruction, you end it with the following instruction: JMP RETURN Page-change and return routines (Segment 5) are located at the same address on every page. Jumps to destinations on other pages can also use these' page-change routines. The statements in Segment 6 perform a jump. Fig 5 shows how a program using the manual-paging algorithm calls a routine. SEGMENT 4 SOURCE
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Fig 6-You can use a look· up table to locate the page number. and address of each routine that is resident in the EPROM. Intel IJ.PS require you to store the address bytes in the order shoum here (low. high).



Assembling the program takes two steps. First, you write code for each page as a distinct, 16k-byte program. This procedure anticipates the duplicate-addressing problems inherent in the stacked-page format. The assembler's first pass generates errors for labels that reside on other pages. Second, you merge the label tables for all pages, creating a master table. Then the assembler reassembles all the pages correctly by using this master table. Look-up-table paging If your programs require the use of global subroutines, consider using the look-up-table paging technique. (A global subroutine is a subroutine that's located on one page but can be accessed from any page.) In this technique, the global subroutines' page and address numbers are assembled into a look-up table. The look-up table allows random calls and jumps to routines on any page. To access subroutines across page boundaries, you supply pointers to the table entries that contain each routine's destination address and page number. A pointer extracts location information during subroutine ( calls. Fig 6 shows the look-up-table approach. Call instructions load a pointer with the look-uptable location that, in turn, points to the subroutine. A special call routine existing at identical locations on all pages extracts the page and relative address by using the pointer. It then changes the page and jumps to the destination. A return routine transfers control to the



To implement page-addressing) you can choosefrom three paging algorithms: manual paging) a look-up-table method) and automatic paging.



number. A paging routine separates the page number and the relative address from the 16-bit destination address. Fig 7 shows how the single block of assembled code fits into the four separate pages. Each page must contain page-change and interrupt routines to connect the segments. Segment 10 shows 8085 code for calling a subroutine via the automaticpaging method. Reset and interrupt. routines, as well as paging routines (Segment 11), are placed at identical locations on each page (Fig 7). Destination addresses are loaded into the HL register. The pagecallJpageturn routine (Segment 11) performs "bit stripping," which handles page selection and relative addressing. Although the program memory appears to overlap the RAM, the bit-stripping procedure ensures that each occupies its unique location. In sum, the paging routine performs four functions: It saves the old page number, isolates the two most SEGMENT
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Fig 7-Automatic paging lets gou write continuous code. After assembling the code, you must /n-eak it into 16k-byte segments, each of which has a page-changing routine at the end.



calling routine's page and relative address. Segment 7 illustrates this technique. A pagecall routine (Segment 8) extracts page and address information from the table. The JMP RETURN instruction at the end of a subroutine replaces the return instruction. Jumps between pages use the statements in Segment 9. Each entry in the look-up table contains three bytes for page and address information. Thus, call and jump instructions supply labels that point to table entries for each routine. During program assembly, the assembler substitutes absolute addresses for the labels, and then places the addresses and page numbers in the table. Automatic paging uses an index register The automatic-paging algorithm allows you to write as many as 64k bytes of code in one block; however, the subroutine calls take place indirectly through an index register. Thus, the index register serves as a page and address pointer to subroutines. This algorithm uses a destination's two most significant address bits (as determined by the assembler) to determine the page
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relative address. By implementing page-addressing techniques in your new and existing 8-bit-IJoPdesigns, you can prepare to meet the program-memory requirements of tomorrow's application programs. If you use paged EPROMs such as the 27513 and 27011, you'll be able to expand your system's addressable memory to as much as 4M bytes in the future. EON



mg engtneer at Intet's Memory Components Div (Folsom, CAY, where he is responsible for EPROM -product appli· cations. Before joining Intel almost two years ago, Terry worked as an architect. He has a BA in architecture from the University of Oregon and a BSEE from California State University at Sacramento. In his spare time, Terry enjoys skiing, backpacking, and playing the guitar.
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